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Where zero-turns help you bring your lawn to life. 
Your yard holds a lot of potential. And Cub Cadet® zero-turn riders are here 
to help you unlock it. Through purposeful engineering and thoughtful innovations, 
you’re given a better all-around mowing experience. Now, greater durability 
and maneuverability meet superior precision to deliver cleaner cuts every pass, 
every time. Each Cub Cadet zero-turn comes standard with advances that lead 
to unmatched stability and versatility. All because we know the reason you put 
so much into your lawn is that you get more out of it.

BUILT IN AMERICA SINCE 1961 
For more than half a century, Cub Cadet lawn and garden equipment has been proudly Built in America. 
Established in 1961, Cub Cadet continues to be designed, engineered and built using the highest quality 
components sourced locally and globally. Cub Cadet is a brand that represents American ingenuity  
at its best. Based in Valley City, Ohio, Cub Cadet is sold worldwide.
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POWERFUL CHOICES
The difference is in the deck. With a suite of versatile 
options, Cub Cadet zero-turn mowers offer you three 
expertly designed decks to help you tackle the job. Choose 
from a stamped, fabricated or the exclusive AeroForce  
deck for a superior cut that leads to beautiful results. 

PRECISE CUTS

Stamped Decks
Stamped decks are engineered for greater air flow, meaning 
you get a more even cut. When clippings move through the deck 
more cleanly and efficiently, the blades cut the grass without any 
obstructions, leaving you with a pristine lawn.

Fabricated Decks
The strength of the fabricated deck starts in the design and ends 
with unparalleled durability. Not only do you get the quality cut you 
expect from a Cub Cadet zero-turn mower, but you have the added 
durability to withstand tough jobs time after time.

AeroForce Decks
With the durability of a fabricated deck and the superior air flow of a 
stamped deck, the fabricated AeroForce deck gives you an advanced 
option you won’t find anywhere else. Designed for optimum air flow, 
it’s a deck that delivers the cleanest cuts yet. AeroForce decks are 
available on all 46-, 50- and 54-inch decks on RZTs.

Cub Cadet® has created the industry’s strongest lineup of zero-
turn riders — all designed to deliver ultimate maneuverability, 
efficient performance and beautiful results. Whether it’s a 
traditional lap bar or the innovation of steering wheel control 
— an advance pioneered by Cub Cadet — expect the kind of 
exceptional experience that only comes from the best.

EXCEPTIONAL CONTROL

Lap Bar Control
Achieve beautiful results while significantly 
cutting mowing time compared to a traditional 
rider. Agile handling is combined with incredible 
comfort features like easy-adjust lap bars with 
full-length comfort grips and plenty of leg room.

SynchroSteer® Technology
Zero-turn technology with zero learning curve.  
Four-wheel steering and steering-wheel control  
reduce mowing time and provide ultimate stability  
on hills. Plus, the patented synchronized steering  
system minimizes turf damage for an unbeatable cut.
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SEE IT IN ACTION. Visit cubcadet.com on your mobile  
device for reviews, videos, production details and ratings.

 Ideal for mowing flat terrain up to 3 acres

 Adjustable lap bars with comfort grips

 Stamped or fabricated deck

 Cub Connect™ Bluetooth® technology (select models)

 Cub Comfort™ high-back seat

 3-year limited warranty†

 Ideal for mowing flat terrain up to 4 acres

 Oversized lap bars with comfort grips

 High-back seat with armrests

 Heavy-duty frame and spindle covers

 Fabricated decks standard

 3- and 4-year limited warranty†

RZT ® L/LX SERIES Z-FORCE® L/LX SERIES

CHOOSING THE RIGHT ZERO-TURN

 Ideal for mowing flat to hilly terrain up to 3 acres

  SynchroSteer® technology, tilted steering column  
and LED headlights

 Stamped or fabricated deck

 Cub Connect™ Bluetooth® technology (select models)

  Premium cushioned seat with armrests and increased 
stability and comfort

 3-year limited warranty†

RZT ® SX SERIES

 Ideal for mowing flat to hilly terrain up to 4 acres

 94% overall consumer satisfaction rating

 SynchroSteer® technology

 High-back seat with armrests

 Heavy-duty frame and spindle covers

 Fabricated decks standard

 Adjustable steering

 3- and 4-year limited warranty†

Z-FORCE ® S/SX SERIES
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THE ZERO-TURN 
WITH ZERO  
LEARNING CURVE
Steering-wheel control makes this zero-turn rider easier to use than any 
other. Four-wheel control delivers incredible handling around obstacles and 
unmatched stability, so you can get the job done with your RZT SX up to 
46% faster than a traditional Cub Cadet® lawn tractor. 

  Comfort and Convenience
  Premium cushioned seat with armrests and increased stability and a 

tilted steering column adjust to your individual preferences for optimal 
comfort. The storage console and charging station allow you to take 
whatever you need with you while you mow. LED lights on your RZT SX 
mean you can see better longer, so any time can be the right time for 
the perfect cut.

  Performance
  Your machine is outfitted with its perfect engine that has undergone 

a rigorous certification process. Our 42-, 46- and 50-inch decks are 
equipped with a Cub Cadet EFI engine, while our 54-inch deck is matched 
with a Kawasaki® engine.  

  Effortless Control
  Patented SynchroSteer® technology — pioneered by Cub Cadet — 

provides steering-wheel control of all four wheels for maneuverability. 
That means you can get the job done with exceptional stability on 
diverse terrain, including hills.

  Unbeatable Durability
  The Cub Cadet Triple Guard Corrosion Defense System™ with e-coat 

delivers automotive-grade corrosion resistance against the elements 
and wear and tear. 3 YEAR†

Built on the award-winning RZT® S platform, the 

ZERO is the world’s only electric zero-turn with 

steering-wheel control and four-wheel steering. 

With zero engine noise, zero gasoline emissions, 

zero oil and filters, and zero belts to maintain, 

you’ll have something else: zero worries. 

See more at cubcadet.com.
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“You need this if you are at all considering buying  
a riding mower!”
William Antrim  |  RZT ® S ZERO

IMPRESSIVE RIDING MOWER

CUSTOMER RATING
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A STRONGER  
EXPERIENCE AT  
EVERY TURN
The RZT® L/LX Series combines the precision of responsive lap-bar  
controlled zero-turn handling with outstanding comfort. Thoughtful 
ergonomics come complete with convenient maintenance features — all 
designed to ensure that you’re satisfied with your rider for the long run.

Exclusively Available at Independent Dealers
The RZT LX packs a Premium Performance Package that includes  
a high-performance Kawasaki® FR engine, a cushioned high-back  
seat with armrests, advanced-traction rear tires and a SureStart 
Guarantee® high-output battery. 

  Comfort and Convenience
  A larger operator station, along with adjustable lap bars and a high- 

back seat, makes for the most comfortable riders out there. Plus,  
the Cub Connect™ Bluetooth® app makes it easy to maintain your rider. 
Available on select models.

 AeroForce Deck
  Our AeroForce decks use advanced aerodynamics to give you the best 

cut. By optimizing airflow and maximizing suction, we have eliminated 
clumping during discharge and created a mower with a more thorough 
bagging performance. AeroForce decks are available on all 46-, 50-  
and 54-inch decks on RZTs.

  Unbeatable Durability
  The Cub Cadet® Triple Guard Corrosion Defense System™ with e-coat 

delivers automotive-grade corrosion resistance against the elements 
and wear and tear.

3 YEAR†

“Everything that I was looking for in a rider—easy, comfortable, user-friendly!”
Fixit  |  RZT ® L 54

GREAT FOR THE USER

CUSTOMER RATING
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PREMIUM  
UPGRADES.  
IMPRESSIVE  
PERFORMANCE.
Feature for feature, the Z-Force® S and SX give you more. You enjoy 
not only the confidence of car-like, steering-wheel control with four-
wheel steering, but an impressive list of professional-quality upgrades. 
More comfortable. More powerful. More durable. And with a 94% overall 
customer satisfaction rating, it’s just one more reason to plan for a 
satisfyingly full day caring for your property.

Exclusively Available at Independent Dealers
The Z-Force SX is only available at independent retailers and  
includes a Premium Performance Package with features such as  
a high-performance Kawasaki® FR engine, an elasticity vibration-
control suspension seat and twin fuel tanks. 

13

AN EXCELLENT INVESTMENT

CUSTOMER RATING

“The space I mow has never looked better, though, and I complete the area in a 
fraction of the time of pushing, so this rider has been a very good purchase.”
NebrElecMower  |  Z-FORCE ® SX 48 KW

3 & 4 YEAR†

  Amazing Comfort
  From the moment you sit in the comfortable high-back seat, you’ll know 

you’re in for a great ride. Standard armrests, an adjustable steering 
column and the easy-lift deck height adjustor are just a few of the 
features that make this rider great for all-day operation.

  Incredible Strength
  Cub Cadet-certified engines, fully welded full-length steel frames and 

tough fabricated decks with heavy-duty spindles deliver outstanding 
results year after year.

  Unbeatable Durability
  The Cub Cadet® Triple Guard Corrosion Defense System™ with e-coat 

delivers automotive-grade corrosion resistance against the elements 
and wear and tear.
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STEP UP  
TO INCREDIBLE  
STRENGTH AND 
COMFORT
With an incredible combination of strength and comfort features, 
the Z-Force® L and LX are a force to be reckoned with. The smooth 
and seemingly effortless operation of a lap bar-driven zero-turn 
extends beyond your fingertips to a full range of features even the 
pros can appreciate.

3 & 4 YEAR†

Exclusively Available at Independent Dealers 
The Z-Force LX features a Premium Performance Package full  
of dealer exclusive upgrades, including a high-performance Kawasaki® 
FR engine, a high-back elasticity vibration-control suspension seat  
and twin fuel tanks. 

  Amazing Comfort
  Comfortable high-back seat with standard armrests, oversized 

adjustable lap bars with full-length comfort grips, a roomy foot rest 
and an easy-lift deck height adjustor — all are designed for maximum 
comfort.

 Incredible Strength
  Cub Cadet-certified engines, fully welded full-length steel frames and 

tough fabricated decks with heavy-duty spindles deliver outstanding 
results year after year.

 Unbeatable Durability
  The Cub Cadet® Triple Guard Corrosion Defense System™ with e-coat 

delivers automotive-grade corrosion resistance against the elements 
and wear and tear.

BEST MOWER I’VE EVER OWNED

CUSTOMER RATING

“I have used this mower for three seasons now, and  
it is the best mower I have ever owned.”
Dan D  |  Z-FORCE® L 48 KH
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ATTACHMENTS  
& ACCESSORIES THE STRENGTH  

OF VERSATILITY
Dial up the versatility of your rider by adding hardworking 
attachments that let you tackle your landscape with confidence 
and ease, year after year.

Cub Cadet Hauler  
Featuring four collapsible sides, the 
hauler can be folded flat for larger 
loads. Side access allows for easy 
unloading, and 10 cubic feet offer plenty 
of space. When folded flat, it takes up 
70% less space than a typical cart. 

Light Kit   
High-illumination LEDs light up your 
mowing path and provide safer mower 
operation in low-visibility conditions for 
the ability to mow in early mornings or 
late evenings.

Lawn Sweeper 
This 44-inch lawn sweeper has a brush that  
picks up more while skipping less. A 25-cubic-
foot hopper holds it all, and a dumping mechanism  
lets you easily empty even the largest loads 
without leaving the tractor’s seat. With this 
offset design, you can both mow and sweep 
your lawn at the same time.

Snow Blade  
Quick-adjust 46-inch snow blade easily 
changes from straight ahead to 25˚ for 
added versatility to clear snow and ice with 
ease. (Fits RZT® SX or Z-Force® S/SX.)

Bagger Systems  
Enhance the Cub Cadet® Signature Cut™ 
with breakthrough bagging performance. 
Twin and triple bagger options are 
available to fit every tractor.

VISIT CUBCADET.COM  
Get more out of your zero-turn. See the full range of attachments and accessories at cubcadet.com.
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RZT SX 42" RZT SX 46"  
Fabricated Deck

RZT SX 50" 
Fabricated Deck

RZT SX 54" 
Fabricated Deck RZT L 34" RZT L 42" RZT L 46"

Fabricated Deck
RZT L 54"

Fabricated Deck
RZT LX 46"  

Fabricated Deck
RZT LX 50"  

Fabricated Deck
RZT LX 54"  

Fabricated Deck
Z-Force S 48"

Fabricated Deck
Z-Force S 54"

Fabricated Deck
Z-Force S 60"

Fabricated Deck
Z-Force SX 48"
Fabricated Deck

Z-Force SX 54"
Fabricated Deck

Z-Force SX 60"
Fabricated Deck

Z-Force L 48"
Fabricated Deck

Z-Force L 54"
Fabricated Deck

Z-Force L 60"
Fabricated Deck

Z-Force LX 48"
Fabricated Deck

Z-Force LX 54"
Fabricated Deck

Z-Force LX 60"
Fabricated Deck

ENGINE

Engine Type
679cc EFI Cub Cadet 

V-twin OHV
679cc EFI Cub Cadet 

V-twin OHV
679cc EFI Cub Cadet 

V-twin OHV
21.5 hp Kawasaki®  

FR series OHV
452cc Cub Cadet  

single OHV
23 hp Kohler®  7000  
series V-twin OHV

688cc Honda® GXV630 
V-twin OHV

24 hp Kohler® 7000  
series V-twin  

OHV

18 hp Kawasaki®  
FR series V-twin  

OHV

21.5 hp Kawasaki®  
FR series V-twin  

OHV

23 hp Kawasaki®  
FR series V-twin  

OHV

24 hp Kohler® 7000 
PRO V-twin OHV 25 hp Kohler® 7000 PRO V-twin OHV 24 hp Kawasaki® FR V-twin OHV

24 hp Kohler® 7000 
series PRO V-twin  

OHV

25 hp Kohler® 7000 series PRO  
V-twin OHV 24 hp Kawasaki® FR V-twin OHV

MOWER DECK

Deck Type Stamped Fabricated Stamped Fabricated Fabricated Fabricated Fabricated Fabricated Fabricated

Cutting Width / Blades 42" / twin blade 46" / twin blade 50" / triple blade 54" / triple blade 34" / twin blade 42" / twin blade 46" / twin blade 54" / triple blade 46" / twin blade 50" / triple blade 54" / triple blade 48" / triple blade 54" / triple blade 60" / triple blade 48" / triple blade 54" / triple blade 60" / triple blade 48" / triple blade 54" / triple blade 60" / triple blade 48" / triple blade 54" / triple blade 60" / triple blade

Deck Cutting Height 1.5" – 4" 1" – 4" 1.5" – 4" 1" – 4" 1" – 5" 1" – 4" 1" – 5"

 Anti-scalping Wheels  
(front / rear)

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

3 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 adjustable-gauge / 
greasable

2 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

3 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

3 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

2 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

3 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

3 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

2 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

3 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

3 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

2 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

 3 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

3 greasable  
heavy-duty gauge

Deck Wash Patented SmartJet™ high-pressure deck washing system Patented SmartJet™ high-pressure deck washing system Patented SmartJet™ high-pressure deck washing system Patented SmartJet™ high-pressure deck washing system Patented SmartJet™ high-pressure deck washing system Patented SmartJet™ high-pressure deck washing system Patented SmartJet™ high-pressure deck washing system

POWER SYSTEM

Powertrain Dual Hydro-Gear® EZT-2200™ Dual Hydro-Gear® EZT-2200™ Dual Hydro-Gear® EZT-2200™ Dual Hydro-Gear® ZT-2800™ Dual Hydro-Gear® ZT-3100™ Dual Hydro-Gear® ZT-2800™ Dual Hydro-Gear® ZT-3100™

Cruise Control Standard, foot operated – – Standard, foot-operated Standard, foot-operated – –

STEERING

Steering / Turning Radius Steering-wheel / zero Lap bar / zero Lap bar / zero Steering-wheel / zero Steering-wheel / zero Lap bar / zero Lap bar / zero

Front Axle Heavy-duty fabricated steel Heavy-duty fabricated steel Heavy-duty fabricated steel Fully welded / fabricated high-strength  
steel with sealed ball bearings

Fully welded / fabricated high-strength  
steel with tapered roller bearings

Fully welded / fabricated high-strength  
steel with sealed ball bearings

Fully welded / fabricated high-strength  
steel with tapered roller bearings

CHASSIS

Frame Heavy-duty one-piece, full-length steel frame Heavy-duty one-piece, full-length steel frame Heavy-duty one-piece, full-length steel frame Heavy-duty reinforced fully welded one-piece  
full-length steel frame

Heavy-duty reinforced fully welded one-piece  
full-length steel frame

Heavy-duty reinforced fully welded one-piece  
full-length steel frame

Heavy-duty reinforced fully welded one-piece  
full-length steel frame

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Battery 12v 300 cold crank amp 12v 195 cold crank amp 12v 230 cold crank amp 12v 300 cold crank amp 12v 230 cold crank amp 12v 230 cold crank amp 12v 230 cold crank amp 12v 230 cold crank amp

OPERATION

PTO Clutch Electronic fingertip engagement Electronic fingertip engagement Electronic fingertip engagement Electronic fingertip engagement Electronic fingertip engagement Electronic fingertip engagement Electronic fingertip engagement

Deck Lift Lever / 8 positions Lever / 8 positions Lever / 8 positions Lever / 15 positions / spring-assisted Lever / 15 positions / spring-assisted Lever / 15 positions / spring-assisted Lever / 15 positions / spring-assisted

Seat Premium cushioned seat with armrests and increased stability and comfort Cub Comfort™ deluxe high-back seat and 10˚ incline and slide Cub Comfort™ deluxe high-back seat  
with armrests and 10˚ incline and slide 18" high-back seat with armrests High-back EVC comfort seat with armrests 18" high-back seat with armrests High-back EVC comfort seat with armrests

Parking Brake Foot-operated pedal Integrated system in lap bars Integrated system in lap bars Foot-operated pedal Foot-operated pedal Integrated system in lap bars Integrated system in lap bars

Mow in Reverse RevTEK™ reverse mowing technology RevTEK™ reverse mowing technology RevTEK™ reverse mowing technology RevTEK™ reverse mowing technology RevTEK™ reverse mowing technology RevTEK™ reverse mowing technology RevTEK™ reverse mowing technology

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Forward / Reverse Speed 7 mph / 3 mph 7 mph / 3 mph 7 mph / 3 mph 7 mph / 3 mph 8 mph / 4 mph 7 mph / 3 mph 8 mph / 4 mph

Front / Rear Tires 13" x 5" – 6"(rib) / 
18" x 8" – 8.5" (turf)

13" x 5" – 6" (rib) / 
18" x 8" – 8.5"  
(Multi Trac)

13" x 5" – 6" (rib) / 
18" x 8" – 9.5" (Multi Trac)

11" x 4" – 5" (rib) /  
18" x 6.5" – 8" 
(Multi Trac)

11" x 4" – 5" (rib) /  
18" x 8" – 8.5" (turf)

13" x 5" – 6" (rib) / 
18" x 8" – 8.5" (turf)

13" x 5" – 6" (rib) / 
18" x8" – 9.5" (turf)

13" x 5" – 6" (smooth) / 
18" x 8" – 8.5"  
(Multi Trac)

13" x 5" – 6" (smooth) / 18" x8" – 9.5"  
(Multi Trac) 13" x 5" – 6" (rib) / 20" x 8" – 10" (turf) 13" x 6" – 6.5" (Multi Trac) / 22" x 9.5" – 12" (Multi Trac) 13" x 5" – 6" (rib) / 20" x 8" – 10" (turf) 13" x 6" –  6.5" (smooth) / 22" x 9.5" – 12" (turf)

Fuel Tank Capacity / Gauge 2.8 gal 1.2 gal 2.8 gal 2.8 gal 2.8 gal Twin 2.8 gal (5.6 gal total) 2.8 gal Twin 2.8 gal (5.6 gal total)

Rear Tow Hitch Optional Optional Optional Standard Standard with high profile bumper Standard Standard with high-profile bumper

WARRANTY†

Warranty 3-year / no-hour limited warranty (limited lifetime fabricated deck shell warranty) 3-year / 120-hour  
limited warranty

3-year / no-hour limited warranty  
(limited lifetime fabricated deck shell warranty)

3-year / no-hour limited warranty  
(limited lifetime fabricated deck shell warranty) 3-year limited warranty / no-hour limit 4-year / 500-hour limited warranty 3-year limited warranty / no-hour limit 4-year / 500-hour limited warranty

CUB CADET–CERTIFIED

18 1919 Dealer ExclusiveCub Connect™ Bluteooth® App (select models)

SELECTION  
GUIDE
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† See owner’s manual for warranty details and information. Certain restrictions apply.  
* Offer subject to credit approval. Some restrictions apply. See store associate for details.

As required by Kohler, all power levels are stated in gross horsepower at 3600 RPM per SAE J1940 as  
rated by engine manufacturer. As required by Kawasaki, horsepower tested in accordance with SAE 
J1995 and rated in accordance with SAE J2723 and certified by SAE International. This brochure is for 
advertisement purposes only. The product depictions are not meant to be used or relied upon as a substitute 
for the safety and use information that is published in the respective operator’s manual. Before operating 
the machine, read, understand and follow all instructions in the manual and on the machine. Specifications 
and programs are subject to change without notice.
Images may not reflect dealer inventory and/or unit specifications.

EXCEPTIONAL  
FINANCING  
OFFERS*

facebook.com/cubcadet @cub_cadet cubcadet_usa

Cub Cadet dealers know their equipment. And they know how to take care of it and their  
customers. You’ll get exceptional financing, great offers and the expertise you can only 
find from professionals who sell and service Cub Cadet equipment every day. 

Strongest support in the industry: Dedicated personal owner support 7 days a week. 
Visit cubcadet.com or call toll-free 1-877-428-2349.

YOUR AUTHORIZED CUB CADET® DEALER  
MAKES YOUR EXPERIENCE EVEN BETTER.
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